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ABSTRACT
Atacama Large Millimetersubmillimeter Array ALMA is the worlds largest millimeter  submillimeter mm 
submm interferometer Along with science observations ALMA has performed several long baseline campaigns
in the last  years to characterize and optimize its long baseline capabilities To achieve full long baseline
capability of ALMA it is important to understand the characteristics of atmospheric phase 	uctuation at long
baselines since it is believed to be the main cause of mmsubmm image degradation For the 
rst time we
present detailed properties of atmospheric phase 	uctuation at mmsubmm wavelength from baselines up to 
km in length Atmospheric phase 	uctuation increases as a function of baseline length with a powerlaw slope
close to  and many of the data display a shallower slope    at baseline length greater than about 
km Some of the data on the other hand show a single slope up to the maximum baseline length of around 
km The phase correction method based on water vapor radiometers WVRs works well especially for cases
with precipitable water vapor PWV greater than  mm typically yielding a  decrease or more in the degree
of phase 	uctuation However signi
cant amount of atmospheric phase 	uctuation still remains after the WVR
phase correction about  micron in rms excess path length rms phase 	uctuation in unit of length even at
PWV less than  mm This result suggests the existence of other nonwatervapor sources of phase 	uctuation
and emphasizes the need for additional phase correction methods such as bandtoband andor fast switching
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  INTRODUCTION
The Atacama Large Millimetersubmillimeter Array ALMA
 
is the worlds largest millimetersubmillimeter
mmsubmm interferometer One of the most important technical developments for ALMA full operation was
making the longest  km baseline observations possible	 which was achieved for the 
rst time at the end of


Prior to that	 the long baseline observations for mmsubmm linked arrays had been much shorter	    km
at  GHz with the BerkeleyIllinoisMaryland Association BIMA or the Combined Array for Research in
Millimeterwave Astronomy CARMA	 and several hundred meters at  GHz or higher frequencies with the
Submillimeter Array SMA or the NOrthern Extended Millimeter Array NOEMA The longest baseline length
currently possible with ALMA    km	 together with incredible numbers of baselines  baselines wtih
 antennas	 is therefore a revolutionary improvement for mmsubmm linked arrays This baseline length with
good uv coverage provides milliarcsecond resolution mmsubmmdata with a linked array	 namely the data with
high sensitivity and high 
delity that cannot be obtained with the other arrays Indeed	 in the ALMA long
baseline campaign in 	 science veri
cation images revealed extraordinally detailed features of an asteroid	

a protoplanetary disk system	

and a gravitationally lensed system

In order to continue to improve the high
quality of the data	 it is important to test and characterize the atmospheric phase uctuation at these long
baselines
Characterization of the atmospheric phase uctuation so far was mainly done at a low frequency range Very
Large Array VLA was often used to characterize the atmospheric phase uctuation at centimeterwave cm
wave with the baseline length up to a few tens of km

For higher frequency range	 studies with   
GHz  mm are available with baseline length up to only about  km
	
 
These past cmmmwave studies
displayed similar results as far as the atmospheric phase uctuation is caused by water vapor in the atmosphere
The longest baseline length of ALMA is therefore very important also for the study and characterization of the
atmospheric phase uctuation
Since 	 as a part of ALMA Commissioning and Science Veri
cation CSV	 and most recently	 as part
of the Extension and Optimization of Capabilities EOC	

we have conducted several ALMA long baesline
campaigns	 starting from the longest baseline length of  m in  and 	  km in 	  km in 	 and

nally  km in  In the early phase shorter baseline length of the long baseline campaigns	 we mainly
conducted basic tests	 such as characterizing the phase uctuation and checking the eectiveness of the WVR
phase correction	
   
and in the later phase	 we mainly concentrated on the evaluation of the phase correction
methods
  
Overview of the latest   km baseline test has been reported in 
In this paper	 we present the detailed characterization of phase uctuation	 improvement of phase uctuation
after the water vapor radiometer WVR phase correction method	
  
and coherence time calculation using
the data obtained in the past long baseline campaigns
 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
All the data in this paper were taken with observations of a strong point source ie	 radioloud quasars for
tens of minutes usually   minutes	 depending on the longest baseline length with    s integration time
per data point Hereafter we refer to these observations as single source stares For each measurement	 ten
or more antennas with various baseline lengths have been used We only used the  m diameter antenna data
and did not use the data taken with the  m diameter antennas in order to make the thermal noise contribution
uniform over the data as much as possible
The single source stares up to  minutes were taken for the purpose of the statistical phase analysis beyond
the wind crossing time of the longest baseline Assuming  a longest baseline length of  km	  a wind
speed along the baseline of  m s
  
	 and  phase screen does not change with time frozen phase screen	
  	
then the crossing time can be calculated as  s    minutes To have statistically signi
cant data for the
longest baseline data	 about twice the measurement time is needed see  for the detailed discussion We used
Bands   GHz band	   GHz band	 and   GHz band for all the campaigns	 except for Band 
 GHz band	 which has only been used in the  campaign
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The data have been reduced on the Common Astronomy Software Applications CASA package
 
using
a standard ALMA calibration prescription The WVR phase correction has been applied using the program
wvrgcal
 
installed inside CASA Note that the precipitable water vapor PWV has also been calculated by
wvrgcal and we use this PWV as the water vapor content in front of the array of each data set
Linear phase drift has then been taken out from each data which is mostly caused by the baseline determi
nation error This error is generally small enough that it only causes the linear phase drift over of order tens of
minutes After this we binned the data points for  s to take out the e	ect of the thermal noise in the recieving
system which is suggested in the 
ALMA System Technical Requirements for m array
  
It is known that
the phase uctuation is dominated by the atmospheric e	ect even at very short baseline length of about  m

and the smallest phase uctuation observed before the WVR phase correction is about   m which is much
smaller than what we observed here The thermal noise is smaller than this value and indeed much smaller
than the value quoted in  so we disregarded the e	ect of thermal noise in our data At the  s data binning
process if the data points are less than  of the number of the data points should be ie in case of  second
integration time per data point then less than  data points then this binned data have been agged out This
 s binned data have been used for further calculations
We then calculated the root mean square rms phase uctuation for each baseline For the unit of phase
we express in path length
 


 
 
c

 
where  and  are phase in path length and in degrees respectively c is the speed of light and  is the
observation frequency This is to directly compare the results from various frequencies in the same unit without
any frequency dependence and is often referred to as excess path length
  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
  Improvement Factor of the WVR Phase Correction
The improvement factor of the WVR phase correction method has been calculated by dividing the rms excess
path length without the WVR phase correction by that with the correction for each baseline Higher values
mean that the WVR phase correction works better improved more than lower value less improvement cases
Improvement factor less than unity means that the WVR phase correction made the phase uctuation worse
than the original data The calculated values are then averaged over all baselines and plotted as a function of
PWV Fig a We also made another plot with the data separated into two one with baseline lengths shorter
than  km Fig b blue symbols and the other with baseline length   km Fig b red symbols For the
former plot we included   data  km  km and   km baseline campaign but for the latter
we only included  data This is because the    data have very limited numbers of long baseline
antennas for the  campaign only  antenna was on a long baseline and for the  campaign only 
antennas and therefore the results can be highly biased on the antennabased characteristics such as the WVR
instrumental characteristics of each antenna rather than the statistical nature of the WVR phase correction
method
For the plot averaged over all the baselines Fig a it is obvious that the improvement factor is high when
PWV is larger than  mm The overall improvement factor is  but in case of PWV   mm the ratio is
  and in case of PWV   mm it increases to   This means that the improvement factor tends
to be low when PWV is lower than  mm On the other hand when PWV is larger than  mm the improvement
factor tends to be higher namely the WVR phase correction works better These results can be explained as
follows when PWV is low the di	erence of the amount of water vapor along the line of sight of two antennas is
not large compared to other constituents see Sect  for discussions about the other constituents
Fig b shows that the improvement factor for the baseline length shorter than  km is   and that
for the baseline length longer than  km is   The longer baseline data tend to have lower improvement
factor than the shorter ones although the di	erence is statistically not signicant
In both plots di	erent frequency bands are plotted with di	erent symbols but we nd no signicant di	erence
in the improvement factor as a function of frequency bands
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Figure  Improvement factor of the WVR phase correction rms excess path length without the WVR phase correction
divided by that with the correction as a function of PWV Symbols are dierentiated with the frequency bands diamond
triangle square and circle symbols indicate the data taken with Bands 	 
  and  respectively a Each data point
is averaged over all baselines This plot uses all the     data b Data points have been separated for the one
averaged over the baseline length shorter blue or longer red than  km This plot only uses the  data since only
the  data have statistically signicant data points at baselines longer than  km
  Spatial Structure Function of Phase Fluctuation
In this subsection we rst dene the spatial structure function SSF of phase Sect 	 and derive the SSF
slopes for all the past long baseline data Sect  This statistical result is compared with the past studies
Sect  We then estimate the degree of phase 
uctuation for the baseline length at 	 km and derive a
weak correlation with PWV Sect  Empirical relations between the phase 
uctuation and the baseline
length are also derived Sect  Large amount of phase 
uctuation has not been taken out after the WVR
phase correction suggesting other components than water vapor that cause the phase 
uctuation exist in the
atmosphere we discuss the possibilities for liquid water ice and dry components Sect  and also any
instrumental causes
  Denition of Spatial Structure Function
SSF of phase is dened as
D
 
d   fx  x dg
 
 
where x and xd are phases at positions x and xd and the angle brackets mean an ensemble average
  
Since xxd is an interferometer phase with baseline length d
p
D
 
d is approximated to the rms phase
of a baseline over the entire observation time SSF plots in this paper have therefore been made with calculating
the rms phase for each baseline using of tens of minutes of observation time and plotted as a function of baseline
length
Slopes for SSFs are well studied theoretically and in case of dimensional D Kolmogolov turbulence of
the Earths atmosphere it is expected to have a slope of  for the D turbulence case the slope is expected
to be  In case of no correlation in the atmospheric turbulence between two antennas the slope is expected
to be zero
Fig  shows two example plots of SSFs we obtained using the ALMA data In these plots both the WVR
phase corrected red and uncorrected blue SSFs are displayed As mentioned above phase is converted into
the unit of path length Fig a displays a typical SSF plot there is a clear turnover in the SSF at baseline
lengths of around 	 km in both plots with and without the WVR phase correction Shorter baselines before
the turnover show a steeper slope while longer baselines show a shallow or almost 
at slope The turnover is
often observed around a baseline length of several hundred meters to  	 km but those data only display one
turnover under the current data reduction method Fig b on the other hand exhibits no clear turnover
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Figure  Two representative plots of the spatial structure function SSF with red and without blue WVR phase
correction Solid and dashed lines are the tting results of slopes using baselines shorter than  m and longer than 	
km
 respectively a Example of SSF with a clear turnover b Example of SSF without any clear turnover Note that
for the SSF without any clear turnover
 there is almost no improvement with the WVR phase correction ie
 red and
blue dots are almost overlapping each other
phase uctuation increases constantly even at long baselines Such a constant slope SSF is not common but is
sometimes observed in the data see Sect  for statistics
The baseline length of the turn	over roughly corresponds to the scale height of the turbulent constituent in
the atmosphere Our results suggest that the scale height of the turbulent constituent at the ALMA site is about

 km in most cases which is a typical value for water vapor in the atmoshpere The main turbulent constituent
at the ALMA site is therefore highly possible water vapor which is consistent with the improvement of phase
uctuation by the WVR phase correction in most cases Sect 
 On the other hand no turn	over means
that the scale height of the turbulent constituent is higher than 
 km This scale height is much higher than
that of water vapor suggesting that the turbulent constituent for the SSF with no turn	over is caused by other
constituent see Sect  for further discussion
  Slopes for the Spatial Structure Functions
We rst tted the slopes for the data points with baseline lengths shorter than  m and longer than 
 km for
each SSF plot namely shorter and longer than turn	overs in the plots The tting function is expressed as
log
 
L  a  log
 
d  b 
where L is the rms excess path length in micron d is the baseline length in meter and a and b are the slope
namely the structure exponent and the structure constant respectively Examples of the tting are shown in
Fig  and the tted slopes as a function of PWV are plotted in Fig  a is for the shorter baseline slopes
and b for the longer baseline slopes
In Fig a there is no signicant trend in either as a function of PWV frequency or the eect of the
WVR phase correction The tted slopes before and after the WVR phase correction with averaging all the
Table 	 Fitted slopes of the spatial structure functions SSFs
Without WVR With WVR
Baseline Length All PWV   	 mm PWV  	 mm All PWV   	 mm PWV  	 mm
   m                    
 	 km   	     	      	 	  	   		
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Figure  Fitted slopes of the spatial structure functions SSFs as a function of PWV Slopes for the data points in
each SSF with the baseline lengths a shorter than  m and b longer than 	 km Symbols are di
erentiated with
the frequency bands diamond triangle square and circle symbols indicate the data taken with Bands    and 
respectively Blue symbols are the data before the WVR phase correction and red after Note that a includes the
	   	 data but b only includes the 	 data for the reason same as in Sect 	
data and that with PWV lower and higher than  mm are shown in the top row of Table  All those values
are around  indicating that the WVR phase correction or the amount of water vapor in the atmosphere
does not change the shorter baseline slopes of SSFs The average slope without the WVR phase correction of
      is consistent with the  quartile slope for the 	
year  July   March statistical data
using the site testing  GHz radio seeing monitor of 	
 
This indicates that the data we took are typical
phase uctuation characteristics at the ALMA site
Fig 	b clearly shows that the slopes at longer baselines baseline length   km are shallower than the
shorter baselines baseline length   m Fig 	a in most cases Similar as above the tted slopes are shown
in the bottom row of Table  The average slopes are      and     	 for the data before and after
the WVR phase correction respectively These values are signicantly smaller than those for the baseline length
shorter than  m indicating that most of the data have a turn
over at the baseline length between  m and
 km
For almost all the cases the slopes for shorter baselines are in the middle of theoretical 	
D and 
D Kol

mogorov turbulence which are 	 and 		 respectively This may suggest the existence of undeveloped
turbulence or multi
layer 
D turbulence in the atmosphere The slopes for longer baselines slopes after the
turn
over on the other hand exhibit the values between the 
D Kolmogorov turbulence slope  		 and no
correlation between two antennas slope   in most cases
Our result is very similar to the result from the statistical study of the SSF slope at the VLA site the
slope of  at short   km baselines and 	 at longer baselines

On the other hand later SSF study
using VLA exhibits two clear turn
overs one from the 	
D Kolmogorov turbulence slope  	 to the 
D
one slope  		 and the other from the 
D one to the no
correlation regime slope  

SSFs with two
turn
overs has never been obtained in the previous statistical study suggesting that SSFs with two turn
overs
are statistically rare or the coverage of the array conguration was not wide enough to investigate the full range
of the atmospheric turbulence
For PWV   mm the average of the slope at longer baselines is much smaller than that for the shorter
baselines but the scatter of the slope is large and the highest values of the slope are almost the same as that
of the shorter baselines This means that there are some cases that does not have any turn
over as an example
SSF plot shown in Fig b As mentioned in Sect 	 at this low PWV range the WVR phase correction does
not work well suggesting that the phase uctuation is not due to water vapor but caused by other constituent
similar conclusion as above Sect 	
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Figure  Estimated rms excess path length of each data set taken in  at the baseline length of  km using the
tted results mentioned in Sect 	 which roughly represents the rms excess path length even longer than  km Blue
and red dashed lines are the tting results for the estimated rms excess path length before and after the WVR phase
correction	 respectively Symbols and their colors are the same as in Fig 
For PWV    mm and without the WVR phase correction the slopes are always small small values with
small scatter but after the WVR phase correction both the slope and the scatter being large This together
with the improvement factor of the WVR phase correction mentioned above Sect  indicates that many of
the cases the slopes turn to be steeper after the WVR phase correction for the longer    km baselines For
some cases the slopes turn to be similar as the one at the shorter  		 m baselines namely SSF being similar
to the one with no turn
over suggesting that the WVR phase correction took out all the phase uctuation caused
by water vapor and that caused by other consituent remains This means that if we can completely remove
the phase uctuation due to water vapor in the atmosphere a large
scale turbulent component that covers the
longest baseline length reveals
   Phase Fluctuation at  km Baseline
To understand quantitatively how much phase uctuation exists at long baselines we calculate the rms excess
path length for the baseline length at 	 km Although the averaged slope at baseline length longer than  km is
around 	  	 see Sect  the slope at baseline length longer than 	 km might be close to zero namely
no increase of the rms excess path length
 
Therefore it is expected that the rms excess path length at 	 km is
roughly equal to the rms excess path length longer than 	 km Here we estimate the rms excess path length
at 	 km using the tting results derived in the previous subsection This information will be useful for high
frequency observations or future extended
ALMA

which is to extend the maximum baseline lengths longer
than the current ALMA    km or Very Long Baseline Interferometry VLBI observations which will have
much longer baseline lengths   		 km
Using Eq  to t the data with baseline length longer than  km we estimated the rms excess path length
at the baseline length of 	 km for each data set Fig  displays the estimated rms excess path length at the
baseline length of 	 km as a function of PWV for both before blue and after red the WVR phase correction
As can be seen both data show weak correlations with PWV see the dashed lines for the tting results lower
PWV conditions tend to have smaller rms excess path length and opposite for higher PWV conditions This
is understandable since a larger amount of water vapor in the atmosphere causes larger phase uctuation On
the other hand the scatter is large almost an order of magnitude at a given PWV ranges which makes the
correlation weak This indicates that the phase uctuation cannot only be the fucntion of the total water vapor
content in the atmosphere
For almost all the data there is a signicant rms excess path length after the WVR phase correction with a
mean value of 	 m even at PWV   mm This result indicates that even after the WVR phase correciton
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Figure  Fitted structure constants of SSFs as a function of PWV Structure constants for the data points in each SSF
with the baseline lengths a shorter than  m and b longer than  km Blue and red dashed lines are the 	tting
results for the data before and after the WVR phase correction respectively Symbols and their colors are the same as in
Fig 

under good weather conditions peaktopeak phase uctuation reaches around   or more at the high frequency
bands ie Bands  	 
   
 GHz or    m This phase uctuation blurs the nal synthesized
image with the blurring size around twice the synthesized beam size or more signicantly aects the imaging
quality if we calibrate the phase at the same frequency This result strongly suggests that calibration can be
improved by calibrating at lower frequency and applying the solutions to higher frequency ie bandtoband
phase calibration andor using the fast switching phase correction methods
  
  Relation between Baseline Length and the RMS Excess Path Length
Since the slope a in Eq  does not show any correlation with PWV Fig a but the rms phase at 
 km
baseline weakly does Fig  it suggests that the structure constant b in Eq  is expected to have weak
correlation with PWV Figs a and b display the derived constants as a function of PWV for baseline
lengths shorter than  m and longer than 
 km respectively For both cases there is a weak correlation
between the structure constants and PWV for both before and after the WVR phase correction Fig  similar
as the correlation between the rms phase at 
 km and PWV Fig 
For the shorter baselines the correlation is displayed with the dashed lines in Fig a and can be expressed
as
b
raw
   PWV  
 
and
b
wvr
   PWV   
for the data before and after the WVR phase correction respectively For the longer baselines the correlation
in Fig b can be expressed as
b
raw
   PWV   
and
b
wvr
   PWV   
for the data before and after the WVR phase correction respectively
Using these derived slopes and constants in Eq  it is possible to formulate the empirical relationship
between the rms excess path length and the baseline length at the ALMA site For the baseline length shorter
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than    km where the slope is generally steep since there is no dependence on PWV it is possible to express
the rms excess path length using Eqs   and 	 and the average of the slopes mentioned above as
log
 

L
shortraw
  	 log
 
d
 km
   PWV  
for the data before the WVR phase correction and
log
 

L
shortwvr
  	 log
 
d
 km
   PWV   
for the data after the WVR phase correction
For the baseline length longer than    km where the slope is generally shallow equations can be formulated
using the averaged values of the slope and Eqs   and  as
log
 

L
longraw
   log
 
d
 km
   PWV   
for the data before the WVR phase correction and
log
 

L
longwvr
   log
 
d
 km
  	 PWV   
for the data after the WVR phase correction With these empirical equations it is possible to estimate the rms
excess path length on any baseline length for the current ALMA ie baseline length up to 	 km Note that
the scatter is large so that this estimation is useful only to tell the tendency of the phase uctuation
  Why the WVR Phase Correction Cannot Take Out All the Phase Fluctuation
In most cases the main dierence between SSFs with and without the WVR phase correction is the absolute
rms phase values and the overall feature does not change signicantly with the WVR phase correction and only
weakly correlated with PWV If the WVR phase correction takes out all the phase uctuation the resultant
spatial structure function should exhibited an almost at feature since the WVR phase correction applies every
 second to the data if the wind blows along a baseline with its velocity of  m s
  
and assuming a frozen phase
screen then the phase at the baselines longer than  m should show random phase that corresponds to the
thermal noise of the WVRs We have never observed such SSF in the last 	 years of the long baseline campaigns
see also  The overall similarity between the SSFs with and without the WVR phase correction suggests
that the origin of the phase uctuation is not only due to the water vapor but also other turbulent constituents
Furthermore SSFs without any turnover also suggests the existence of other turbulent constituents with the
scale height higher than the longest baseline length of    km as mentioned above Sect  Indeed
this higher scale height turbulent constituent has also been independently suggested by other measurements

The cause of this remaining phase uctuation is still unclear Liquid water fog or clouds in the atmosphere
absorbs the amplitude of electromagnetic wave signicantly
 
at continuum level This changes the line prole
of the water vapor in the atmosphere so that the WVR phase correction which uses the liquid waterfree line
prole model will no longer be appropriate

Therefore if liquid water dominates the atmosphere then
rms phase after the WVR phase correction does not improve or often makes it worse Since we are looking
for the cause of the remaining phase uctuation after the WVR phase correction liquid water cannot be the
cause Water ice in the atmosphere which cannot be detected by WVRs can induce similar phase uctuations
as water vapor
	

but while it could potentially be one of the causes it is not clear whether it always exist
in the atmosphere A dry component ie N

and O

 in the atmosphere could also be the cause of density
uctuations
 
but it is still not conrmed observationally But both water ice and dry component have a high
scale height of around  km or more so that the SSFs with no turnover can be caused by these constituents
Instrumentation problems can also be possible since SSF is baselinebased instruments that can cause
baselinebased problems needed to be considered Correlator is one of the baselinebase instruments but it is
very doubtful to produce larger phase uctuation at longer baselines all the time Line Length Corrector LLC
roundtrip phase corrector is an instrument that can create phase noise as a function of baseline length noise
in this instrumental component causes antennabase phase uctuation but since the relative eect is large for
shorter baseline and small for longer baseline it appears as baselinebased However the variation of LLC in
each antenna is always monitored and the timescale of the variation is much longer than the observed phase
uctuation This suggests that LLC is highly unlikely to cause the phase uctuation
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Figure  Coherence time to be the coherence of  ie coherence loss of 	
 as a function of PWV Each data point
in the plot is a median of the coherence time of each baseline with its length longer than  km in each data set Solid
dashed and dotted lines are the tted lines for Bands   and  data respectively Blue lines are for the data before
the WVR phase correction and red lines after Symbols and their colors are the same as in Fig 
   Coherence Time
Temporal coherence function is dened as
CT  
 
 
 
 
 

T
Z
T
 
expfitgdt
 
 
 
 
 
 
where t is phase at a time t and T is an arbitrary integreation time

This equation is namely vector
averaging of phase in time domain A coherence of unity means no loss in coherence ie	 amplitude due to the
phase 
uctuation	 and that of zero means no coherence at all due to huge phase 
uctuation Coherence time
is a maximum T with which the coherence is not smaller than a certain critical value since phase 
uctuation
increases as time passes from a certain time	 coherence decreases
Coherence time is highly related to an integration time for one data point for radio arrays if one can torelate
a certain coherence loss	 one could dene the integration time based on the coherence time This is also true
for the calibration time for a typical interferometric observation	 a phase calibrator will be observed at certain
time intervals	 and if one can torelate a certain coherence loss	 one could dene the calibration time based on
the coherence time
Furthermore	 this is also highly related to the integration time for VLBI using ALMA ALMA PhaseUp
Project	 and also for using the single dish telescopes around ALMA	 namely APEX and ASTE for detecting
interferometric signals ie	 fringes with VLBI	 it is important to have high signaltonoise ratio SN within
one data point	 since it is needed to search the signal in the ranges of delay and delay rate due to uncertainty in
the antenna locations On the other hand	 since the atmosphere will aect the VLBI phase stability signicantly	
we should be careful in selecting the integration time for VLBI observations	 especially in mmsubmm wave
The coherence time is a good suggestive integration time for the signal detection with VLBI
Since the phase 
uctuation depends on the baseline length	 but the slope will be signicantly shallow at
baseline lengths longer than  km see Sect 	 we take a median value of coherence time derived from the
data at the baseline lengths longer than  km Here	 we calculate the coherence time that degrades the coherence
to  ie	 coherence loss of  The calculation results are shown in Fig  as a function of PWV Each
calculation stops at the time range of  s	 since ALMA will not calibrate phase in such a long duration So
the data points located at  s means that these did not reach the coherence loss of  even after  s It
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is obvious that the data after the WVR phase correction have longer coherence time than that without The
average of the coherence time after the WVR phase correction is  s about twice longer than that without of
 s This indicates that the WVR phase correction improves the coherence time of about twice or more since
our calculation stops at  s the coherence time is underestimated especially for the WVR phase corrected
data which have more data that reached  s	 The WVR phase correction is therefore useful for extending
integration or calibration time
In terms of overall PWV dependency of coherence time there is a weak trend for lower PWV to give rise to
longer coherence time This can be understood as more water vapor in the atmosphere more phase 
uctuation
and therefore larger coherence loss However scatter is very large more than an order of magnitude of coherence
time at a certain PWV suggesting that phase 
uctuation is not a simple function of the amount of water vapor
in the atmosphere This result is the same as Sect  since we are showing similar data with dierent
expressions
The trend appears to depend on frequency bands Band  has larger scatter with less dependence on PWV
but Bands  and  have smaller scatter with tight dependence on PWV see the tted lines in Fig 	 This can
be explained as follows observations at Band  can be carried out under a wider range of PWV but for Bands
 and  the observation conditions are limited to better weather and the phase 
uctuation quickly gets worse
as weather condition gets worse
  SUMMARY
Using quasar stare data taken at the ALMA long baseline campaigns in the past  years which has baseline
lengths of up to  km we derived various atmospheric phase characteristics that will be useful for the ALMA
long baseline and also for higher frequency	 observations The summary of our study is listed as follows
  The  GHz water vapor radiometer WVR	 phase correction method works well for reducing the phase

uctuation at long baselines especially for weather condition with precipitable water vapor PWV	 larger
than  mm
  The WVR phase correction lengthens the coherence time by about a factor of two or more indicating that
the WVR phase correction is useful for lengthening the integration time andor calibration time
  The WVR phase correction however could not take out all the phase 
uctuation suggesting that there
are other reasons that cause phase 
uctuation at millimeter and submillimeter waves Combining other
phase correction methods in addition to the WVR phase correction is important such as the bandtoband
andor the fast switching phase correction methods
  Most of the spatial strucuture functions SSFs	 of the data show one turnover around the baseline length
of  km This result suggests that the scale height of the turbulent constituent is around  km consistent
with the distribution of water vapor Combine with the success of the WVR phase correction it is obvious
that the main turbulent constituent is water vapor in the atmosphere
  The tted slopes indicate that most of the phase 
uctuation at the baseline length shorter than  km shows
the intermediate value of theoretical D and D Kolmogorov turbulence ie around 	 and that at the
baseline length longer than  km displays the intermediate value of theoretical D Kolmogorov turbulence
and no correlation ie    	
  There are a few cases that SSFs do not show any turnover This SSF only obtained under very low PWV
when the WVR phase correction does not work well or after the WVR phase correction This suggests
that the turbulent constituent is not water vapor The scale height of this constituent is higher than 
km suggesting that water ice or a dry component N
 
or O
 
	 can be the cause of the phase 
uctuation
  Empirical relations between the rootmeansquare rms	 excess path length and the baseline length has
been derived for the baseline length shorter and longer than  km and with and without the WVR phase
correction This will allow us to roughly estimate the phase 
uctuation at the ALMA site
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  Excess path length uctuation at the baseline length of  km is large    m even at PWV less
than  mm no large dierence for the data before and after the WVR phase correction	
 This value is
signicant for the high frequency observations and strongly suggest to use other phase correction methods
as mentioned above
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